“Whatever is true, honorable, pure and lovely... practice these things.”
— Philippians 4:8

Silly Family Game
Create Some Photo Funnies
Combine Pictionary with photographs, and you have Photoloco, a quick drawing game. Slide one of the 100 pictures into the plastic sleeve, then use the dry-erase marker to render items from each photo’s list. The goal? To get your teammates to guess as many of the sketched objects as they can before time runs out. Ages 10 and up. RSV Productions, $25

Great Resource
Encyclopedia of Entertainment
Put hours of active play at your kids’ fingertips with Go Out and Play! Favorite Outdoor Games From KaBoom. The collection of more than 60 activities is divided by type: tag, hide-and-seek, sidewalk, team, and more. We especially like the simple instructions, materials lists, and tips for safe and fun play. Ages 5 and up. Candlewick, $12
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